
 
Manhattan Day School 

Program Overview 
Provide a concise explanation of the revolutionary idea and why you feel it is revolutionary, what 
resistance it is likely to meet and context for that resistance; help us understand what inspired this 
idea, and how you predict it will change the classroom in the long term; provide a clear description of 
the problem being addressed. 

Over the years we have found that one area of Jewish life has become a trial for our youth.  A 
great many students do not feel connected during tefillah. As they do not understand the words they 
are saying, the recitation of prayers becomes rote and irrelevant.  They lack both desire and motivation 
to daven therefore the experience becomes disingenuous. Daily tefillah has become challenging. 
Students either do not want to do it and their disinterest can lead to disruptive behaviors, or they do 
daven, but only because they are told they must.   

We feel strongly that tefillah should be a psychological journey and a belief quest for students. 
We would like our students to understand the meaning, the power, and the importance of tefillah; to 
view the experience of tefillah in a positive light – as their personal method of connecting to Hashem, 
themselves, their school, their family, their community, the state of Israel and Klal Yisroal. 

We would like to create a Personal Digital Siddur (PDS) for each eighth grade student.  This PDS 
would be a specific device and application, unlike any other to date, used solely for the purpose of 
connecting its user to tefillah and Hashem in a personal, meaningful and inspiring way.  The idea is that 
each device would be pre-programmed with the full tefillot of the siddur, and each student will be given 
the opportunity, tools and encouragement to personalize each tefillah with pictures, text and graphics 
relevant to the student while addressing the topic of the tefillah.   

For example: When the student is reciting a prayer about the destruction of the Beit Hamikdash, 
she might also be seeing a picture of herself davening at the kotel and reading an excerpt where she 
describes her feelings of seeing the kotel for the first time in her life. 

In addition, the curriculum surrounding the PDS would include a weekly speaker from both in-
house faculty as well as the broader community, time to personalize their PDS, and field trips to create 
connections and experiences around the topics of specific tefillot. 

While we do not expect much resistance, we do understand that some parents and students 
may not immediately feel comfortable with utilizing modern technology in tefillah. Therefore, prior to 
launch, we will reach out to the parent body to explain the project, our methodologies, the parameters 
of use, as well as the desired goals and objectives. We will keep an open dialogue with the parents 
throughout the progression of the school year. For any student uncomfortable with the use of a 
personal digital device, we believe that once that student is trained on how to use it for the purposes of 



 
the project, and shown the various things s/he could do with it, over time they will feel quite 
comfortable. 

We feel that by customizing and personalizing the siddur, we can give each student a more 
meaningful, individualized experience. Thus, students will gradually develop both an individual 
appreciation for tefillah and strong personal connection to Hashem. 

 

Program Goals/Desired Outcomes 

Clearly state the intended goal of the program. Describe the desired short term and long term 
outcomes for a student participating in the program. Explain how the desired outcomes are 
consummate with our description of the JEIC intent and goals. 

The goal of “Tefillah Re-Imagined” is for students to develop an individual appreciation for 
tefillah as a conduit to strong personal connection to Hashem, their community and their world. 

During an age in which many aspects of life can be customized and personalized, prayer can 
seem like a foreign, esoteric experience to a child unless his/her personal imprint is included in the 
process. It is our intent to guide our students to find meaning and connection to Hashem and yahadut. 
This siddur may become a key instrument for achieving these goals.  

We would like our students to develop a sensitivity and understanding of the power of tefillah 
from an individual standpoint, and gain an appreciation for how their individual tefillot in concert with 
others unify the tzibbur and klal yisroel.  

With this innovative approach to tefillah, we are confident that our students will take ownership 
of their davening experience and will carry that feeling forward to high school, college and beyond. This 
concept can encompass a cross section of Jewish day school approaches to tefillah and be utilized by 
both Ashkenazic and Sephardic cultures. 

We believe that a positive by-product of participation in this program is that the faculty will also 
have an opportunity for growth in their own spiritual relationships. Ones relationship with Hashem is a 
dynamic one, growing and changing over time. Each faculty member associated with the project will 
have an opportunity to share his/her own way to connect with Hashem and in the process strengthen 
that relationship. 

 

 

 



 
Program Methodology and Implementation Plan 
Provide a detailed breakdown of your proposed methods and project activities. Demonstrate how 
these are suited to address the problem to reach the stated goals. Include details of methodology, 
materials needed, timeline, and key personnel. 

Each student will be given a PDS programmed with a special application containing all the tefillot 
in the siddur with space for the uploading of pictures, text and graphics. The sole purpose of this device 
will be for use as a PDS; it will not have internet access or any other applications. 

The curriculum will be divided into units analyzing the meaning of various tefillot as well as the 
different methods in which we can use tefillah for personal elevation and spirituality. The pictures, 
content, and presentations will reflect the goals of each curricular unit of study. The imported content 
will be fluid and dynamic, and may portray the events in each child's life as well as current events within 
world Jewry. 

The curriculum will be portrayed during both daily tefillah as well as a weekly tefillah class. The 
units will be divided into sections focusing on progression of the students’ relationship first to self, 
building up to Hashem, their school, family, community, the State of Israel, Klal Yisroal and the world at 
large. 

Teachers will be charged with the task of incorporating meaning into the original siddur text and 
at the same time the student will infuse it with his/her own thoughts, feelings, and spiritual aspirations 
in a personally significant way. The siddur will immediately become an important vehicle for each child. 

Each week, students will hear from dedicated faculty and other in-house staff on the purpose 
and meaning of tefillot. As teachers plan their week, they will try to stimulate thought using an 
individual prayer or parts of a prayer. Teachers will have the ability to upload words, icons, graphics and 
photos to reinforce the message(s). Students will be able to overlay additional visuals to personalize the 
tefillah and reinforce its meaning. (Please see 2 examples in the "supporting document" file). Each week, 
a student will present a short dvar torah where s/he will present a personal image, share why they 
chose it and how it helps them relate to the tefillah and Hashem. Three or four outside speakers will also 
be invited to address the students to share how they connect with Hashem through tefillah and other 
personally meaningful methodologies. 

In addition, the students will be taken on three or four field trips throughout the school year.  
Each trip will be an opportunity for personal experience in a topic of tefillah. For example: On the topic 
of “G-d giving sustenance” the experiential learning might be through a visit to, and volunteering in, a 
soup kitchen.  The students receive food multiple times a day, every day - they do not have to go to a 
soup kitchen to get it, they do not even think about where or when their next meal will come. Another 
way to experience the importance davening to Hashem for sustenance would be to create their own 
garden – to work with “the land” and understand the process of how the food gets to our table through 
the hand of G-d giving us food. 



 
As the Personal Digital Siddur is unable to be used on Shabbat we will be creating a physical 

bookmark for each student.  This personalized bookmark will have the students own key images and 
phrases which s/he may use on Shabbat to help them connect to Hashem through tefillah while in shul.  
Additionally, at the end of the school year, each student will be presented with a printed copy of their 
own PDS.  This will be theirs to keep and use throughout their lives. 

The curriculum that we develop will evolve over the course of the school year and may be used 
as the springboard for a more enriched curriculum going forward. We anticipate that our students will 
disseminate their renewed spiritual connection and transmit it to the community at large. 

The materials needed for this project include personal digital devices, software, gardening 
materials, and other miscellaneous items. Our key personnel are Rabbi Michael Ribalt and Rabbi Moshe 
Zimberg. 

 

Measurement/Evaluation 
Explain how the program goals will be measured. Describe the process that will be utilized to track 
progress towards the stated goals. Be sure to include a timeline and frequency for implementing the 
chosen measurement and evaluation tools. 

Evaluation will be done on a two tiered approach – Five measurable evaluation forms ask the 
students the same questions at the beginning of the school year and then at the end of each marking 
period.  These questions would measure the students’ connection to tefillah and Hashem – the 
relevance and meaning to them.  In addition each student will be interviewed at the beginning and end 
of the school year for them to describe in their own words the relevance of tefillah in their lives. 

Sample Questions - on a five point scale from strongly agree to strongly disagree: 

1. I enjoy tefillah. 
2. I feel connected to Hashem when I daven. 
3. I use personal images, thoughts and events to connect to Hashem when I daven. 
4. I feel the importance of tefillah in my life. 
5. I daven once a day, twice a day, three times a day. (Circle that which applies to you.) 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Organizational Capacity 
Please include a description of why your team is well suited to implement this program. Include an 
overview of the team’s staff including each staff member’s years of teaching experience, years at that 
school, and credentials (Master’s Degree, Smicha, certification, etc.). You may also include a brief 
history of the school. 

Manhattan Day School (MDS) is celebrating 72 years of educating Jewish children (Toddler 
through 8th grade) in a child centered, individualized manner. We believe strongly in “chanoch lena’ar al 
pi darko”...educating each child in a manner that will be most successful for his/her abilities and learning 
styles. Over the past few years, we have successfully integrated technology into the classroom, in both 
general and Judaic studies. Computers and Smart Boards have been in our classrooms for many years. 
Last year, we successfully introduced iPads to the 6th grade and this year, all 6th-8th graders were given 
iPads. Through rigorous training and careful preparation, our iPad program has been a great success. 
That is largely why we feel confident we can use technology safely and effectively in the proposed 
program.  We have a strong, experienced administration and a Judaic studies faculty for both boys and 
girls that is well trained currently uses technology in chinuch successfully.  

“Tefilla Re-Imagined” Project Team 

Rabbi Mordechai Besser, MDS Principal (16 years), has been a leader in Jewish Education for 40 years. 
He has successfully fostered educational innovation at MDS and was the driving force in successfully 
bringing new technology to MDS. He has a MS in Jewish History from the Bernard Revel School of 
Yeshiva University and a MS in Education Administration from Hofstra University. His Rabbinical studies 
were at RIETS (Yeshiva University) 

Rabbi Michael Ribalt, MDS Director of Educational Advancement (2 years), will be Project Coordinator. 
Rabbi Ribalt was a Judaic Studies teacher at SAR (6 yrs). His Rabbinical studies were at RIETS (Yeshiva 
University) and Yeshivat Madregat Ha'Adam. He has a MS in Jewish Education and Administration from 
the Azrieli Graduate School of Yeshiva University and has a Certificate in Leadership Administration from 
Yeshiva University School Partnership (YUSP).   

Rabbi Moshe Zimberg, MDS Mashgiach Ruchani (2 years), will be the Curriculum Development 
Coordinator. He is responsible for the spiritual development of all the students and runs the daily tefilla. 
He has been in Jewish Education for 28 years, 22 of them at MDS. His Rabbinic Studies were at Yeshiva 
Torah Va'Daas and he has a MS in Jewish Education and Administration from the Azrieli School of 
Yeshiva University.  

Mrs. Bethany Strulowitz, a MDS Middle School Girls Judaic Studies teacher (3 years) also has 
responsibility for tefilla for the Middle School girls. She has been in Jewish Education for 17 years and 
prior to MDS, she most recently taught at Oakland (CA) Hebrew Day School and Robert Beren Academy 
in Houston among others. She has a MS in Jewish education from the Azrieli School of Yeshiva University 
and has a BA in Psychology and Judaic Studies. 



 
Mrs. Meira Federgrun, a MDS Middle School Girls Judaic Studies teacher (4 years) also has responsibility 
for tefilla for the Middle School girls. She has been in chinuch for 9 years and previously taught at Ateres 
and Bais Yaakov of Ramapo, both in the Monsey area. She has taught at the middle school, high school 
and adult education levels. She has a MS in Education from the Azrieli School (Yeshiva University).   

Rabbi Ariel Cohen, a MDS Boys Judaic Studies teacher (5 years), has been in chinuch for 9 years. Prior to 
MDS, he taught at Netiv Aryeh (Jerusalem) and Ohr Hachayim (Quens). His Rabbinic Studies were at Ohr 
Hachayim. He has a BA in Psychology from Touro College and was selected to join the YU Certificate 
Program, YU Teach, through the YUSP. He has been a leader in using technology in the classroom and 
leads the Sephardic tefilla programs at MDS.   

Rabbi Avi Genack, a Boys Judaic Studies teacher at MDS (3 years), is an inspirational rebbe to boys in the 
lower school and middle school. He has a BA in Judaic Studies from Yeshiva University and did his 
Rabbinic Studies at Ohr Sameach where he also taught for several years.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Addendum 

#1 (PDS Sample Page) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 
#2 (PDS sample Page)  

 


